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Progress

Substantial progress has been made in recent time on dynamics modeling for control. Two 

manuscripts are nearing publication: 

1. Learning Accurate Long-term Dynamics for Model-based RL in the 

Conference on Decision and Control 

2. Compounding Error in One-step Deep Dynamics Models is under preparation. 

Planning

It is an exciting time where finally we have some funding, students, and therefore broader 

impetus to work on the intersection of machine learning and Microrobots. In this memo I 

address three things: 

1. The motivation of why this is an interesting problem at multiple levels of the 

stack, 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.09156
https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.09156
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2. My contributions, both published and unpublished, 

3. The many paths we have going forward from here. 

1. Motivation: We have almost no data, it 
is hard to understand what we have

Microrobotics, and any Microsystems research, has a very different publication pathway 

than most of computer science research. The problem is primarily getting something to 

work once. This can be exemplified in two ways: fabrication / yield problems and testing / 

experimental problems. The ionocraft has a simple fabrication process but was hard to test 

(and assemble), but now the MEMs devices for the motors have a more complicated 

process (due to many, many more moving parts and constraints), but assembly and testing 

is a bit lower risk.  

Therefore, given that one of these data constraints is likely to always exist we want a 

method to be extremely sample efficient. When Googling this, I don’t even think sample 

efficient is the right word, because we are not doing theoretical work where we want it to 

be more sample efficient, we need it to be so, or we will not solve the task. I call this in 

my work minimum-data reinforcement learning.  

Second is an unavoidable problem of cutting edge research. With microrobotics, we will 

likely never have a perfect model of the dynamics. Our simulations will never be perfect. 

We do not operate like TSMC & ASML. Therefore, we want methods (or students), but 

hopefully methods, that and learn from data and reason with uncertainty to update the 
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design and or control. Progress in machine learning and deep learning particularly has 

shown a ton of promise in utilizing function approximation for complex tasks and 

datasets.  

Historically, model-based methods have filled the void of sample-efficient and handling 

uncertainty for people. This is where I started. If you want to watch a talk with a intro to 

why microrobots, you can see one of my last practice quals or the beginning of a 

seminar I gave at Cornell, slides. 

   

Slide from my quals summarizing this problem. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kA2i0zHWePU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H5Q1UAEkhZY
https://firebasestorage.googleapis.com/v0/b/firescript-577a2.appspot.com/o/imgs%2Fapp%2Fnatolambert%2FwfaMg3ZYPT.pdf?alt=media&token=8570ad84-8230-44f0-bbf3-c0addd742670
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2. History: Model-based Reinforcement 
Learning (MBRL) as a case study

This is the level of the stack where I took a total leap of faith in the spring of 2018. We 

wanted to control the ionocraft because a) it is super hard to do with any method and b) 

would be super cool to use a learning method rather than struggling through hand PID 

tuning. This turned into controlling a quadrotor, which was the closest system we could 

come up with. 

Starting with class projects in SP18 (Hybrid Systems with Tomlin and Machine Learning 

with Sahai) I proceeded to continue working on this over the summer, while helping Dan 

and Kris with the Ionocraft. In the FA18 Deep RL course, the project was starting to take 

form. After a rejected version at ICRA that year, the final version was accepted into 

IROS the following spring. So, it took a solid year+ of work to get this out the door 

(looking at the versions is interesting, but mostly to show the process this can take if you 

want to take a leap of faith and try to work on this).  

Now, there is way more support of projects in this vein. There is more work on it directly 

with Kris and the old guard and some M.S. students. There is work I have had generous 

opportunities to work with Roberto on external to Berkeley (example,example). Working 

on this stuff has opened a lot of doors for me, it’s really exciting. There is generally a lack 

of people a) willing to work on it seriously and b) with a certain niche of skills that makes 

them useful — for all of you that is easily microrobotics and related EE hardware design. 

https://firebasestorage.googleapis.com/v0/b/firescript-577a2.appspot.com/o/imgs%2Fapp%2Fnatolambert%2FTexaD6aywP.pdf?alt=media&token=21bae241-a019-48fe-9927-f5265f9ea78e
https://firebasestorage.googleapis.com/v0/b/firescript-577a2.appspot.com/o/imgs%2Fapp%2Fnatolambert%2FZ2z4JevNOP.pdf?alt=media&token=9aedef3d-d0aa-4e74-ac75-5f888d254714
https://firebasestorage.googleapis.com/v0/b/firescript-577a2.appspot.com/o/imgs%2Fapp%2Fnatolambert%2Fw3kfx6-Pe4.pdf?alt=media&token=dd47dad1-478e-4805-8659-e2ea931a2d03
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1901.03737
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1901.03737
https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.01221
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.13194
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v130/zhang21n.html
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.12324
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3. Future Work: optimization across the 
stack of novel robotics

I have ordered these in what I view as most possible in a learning side to least possible. 

The X-factor of applying these to hardware makes this tricker. For example, doing any 

control synthesis on hardware is a huge win, and I would love to work on this for 

something like the walking robot. It seems like the timeline for this does not overlap with 

my critical path, so this may turn into a collaboration at whatever job I get next (hopefully 

industry research that allows collaborations). 

Here is a short summary of problem spaces I discuss: 

- Black box optimization: data-driven optimization of design where human 

tuning parameters is hard (high dimensions, nonlinear); 

- Morphology learning: specific design optimization applied to how a robot will 

move and or how it operates; 

- Co-adaptation: jointly optimizing the robot design and the downstream 

controller for single- or multi-task control; 

-  Multi-agent control: applying our background in swarms to high-dimensional 

control tasks (kind of a long shot); 

- Controller synthesis: continuing some of my algorithmic work on model-based 

RL for controlled generation (kind of a long shot as well); 
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Black box design optimization 

There is also a white paper I started that someone could take over, and potentially turn into 

a high-impact paper with any real world results (pdf, overleaf). It is the idea of using 

machine learning to optimize design. We have a metric function we want to optimize, this 

takes the high-dimensional optimization off your hands. 

In the past I even made a GitHub repo to try and make it easier to onboard people here.  

Linking to some of the work I have done in model-based RL, there is some recent works 

on model-based optimization of design. Microrobots / real hardware are way more 

interesting than what has been done, but would likely be worth starting in a simulator. Kris 

can chime in with some talks he made 20+ years ago on Sugar and accurate MEMs 

simulation. 

Example deliverable: Optimize yield of MBRL robots with human-computer joint design 

optimization. 

Morphology learning & co-adaptation

I broke morphology off into its own category because it is much more focused on 

locomotion and structural design of how it operates, rather than just optimizing an 

arbitrary MEMS function (it is a subset of above). Kris has already had multiple 

generations of undergrads working on things related to this (for example, here is work 

from Brian Yang and Grant Wang on gaits— they presented it at one of the first group 

https://firebasestorage.googleapis.com/v0/b/firescript-577a2.appspot.com/o/imgs%2Fapp%2Fnatolambert%2FkixcLvDP_f.pdf?alt=media&token=ce1fc017-b014-40f9-babb-85965fb26c17
https://www.overleaf.com/read/xkjjrptdhktk
https://github.com/natolambert/mems-bo
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.08052
https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.06882
https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.00196
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meetings I attended in graduate school). Co-adaptation is when you include the controller 

design in the problem formulation (a bit more advanced). Roberto has a lot more work 

here (some with Kris, some ongoing with me and Mark):example 1 example 2. 

Example deliverable(s): Apply a black-box optimization task to an already existing robot 

structure (leg length, number of legs, motor force, etc.) and show performance tuning over 

iterations; Apply an existing MBRL algorithm to joint optimization of design and control 

on a simulated Microrobot control task. 

Bridging multi-agent learning and hierarchical 
control

Something that the framing of working on microrobots gives you is a fundamental 

expectance of multi-agency. What I mean here is: anyone working on microrobots bakes 

into the motivation of their work that eventually we will make a lot of these. Therefore, 

any method we have to control them must be able to hand high-dimensional input spaces 

(many agents). There is a fundamental problem in model-based RL methods that they have 

not solved higher dimension tasks. Therefore, there is potential high impact work with a 

potentially different approach: break down the complicated control problem for one agent 

as if different sections are sub-agents in a multi-agent control problem. 

This came up when discussion BotNet (code, paper) and our continued working group on 

multi-agent control. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1911.06832
https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.01334
https://github.com/PisterLab/BotNet
https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.13606
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Example deliverable: use hierarchical / partially centralized MBRL to control the 

Humanoid environment.  

Control synthesis

This work would be addressing many of the open questions in model-based RL research. 

There is plenty to do, but it may be easier to learn and enter from starting in another area 

with lower hanging fruit (application work). 

Example deliverable(s): apply MBRL to a walking real-world hexapod; developing 

further sample-efficient MBRL algorithms by considering objective mismatch. 

https://gym.openai.com/envs/Humanoid-v2/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.04523
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Conclusions & calls to action

There is a lot of work here. It is hard to make time to dive into something new, but there is 

also a support network to work on it, so who’s up for it?


